Still In The Baby Stage.

Well, folks, here's the kid himself, good old Brick McGutzky, all decked out in his new blue bonnet.

Of course, Brick didn't want his photo printed in this fashion, but the Bulletin's done everything reasonable and Brick still carries on the same old way.

At the ball game today, you can be sure, Brick saw the kickoff and even the pre-game fanfare. You can be sure, Brick will rush out of the CAF tonight and take one of the first places at the show.

What'll he do tomorrow when it comes time for Mass? If he's late again, he earns his blue bonnet for keeps.

After all, it just takes a little thoughtfulness and the sacrifice of about five or ten minutes' sleep. Brick figures he's the tiredest guy in the world. But that's no answer. Our Lord was pretty well worn out, yet insisted on carrying that heavy Cross right to the tip of Calvary.

Be on time from tomorrow on, Brick. Then you won't get that blue bonnet put on you.

A Postal Card From Mike Shannon.

"Dear Father: Certainly enjoying the Bulletin. They go a long way in making up for my absence from the campus, although I was plenty homesick listening to Ted Haring describe the Purdue game. Still confined to bed; going back to the Queen of Angels Monday for my third operation, the second and last stage of the rib operation. Feel fine now and know everything will be swell in a few months. Regards to all. Good luck to the Irish. Have all the fellows pray for the success of my operation. Mike."

The Pittsburgh Club Communion Breakfast.

Time: 7:00 o'clock tomorrow morning. Place: Howard Hall Chapel. Breakfast follows. Thanks to the Club for a donation of $1.00 for the work of the Bulletin this year.

PRAYERS: (Deceased) Hank Erskine, friend of Eusebio Aspiazu (D11.); sister of Phil Fritz, '38; brother of Edmond Bartlett; grandmother of Orchan and Arthur Starr (5th anniversary); Elisa Ely, cousin of Mike Grace (D11.); friend of Tom Volberding (Cay.); (Ill) aunt of John and Don Stack (St. Ed's); friend of John Sevcez; brother of Capt. Tumante; father of Sister De Pazi; Professor Downey; (flood) family of Joseph Grace (D11.); aunt of Ed Byrnes (Deceased) friend of Kevin O'Gorman (Wal.)